
2÷3-CHANNEL GAS DETECTOR “GAS ALARM DG 510/3P”

 2÷3 independent programmable channels
 2 programmable alarm levels

for each channel
 3 SPDT 5A/250V Output Relays
 1 SPDT 5A/250V Output Relay

for cable or sensor fault
 Visual and Audible Signalization

of Activated Alarm Levels
 Back-up Accumulator Power Supply

(optional)
 RS485 (Modbus ASCII), galvanic isolated (optional)

I. APPLICATION

The 2 or 3-channel gas-detector “DG 510/3P” is purposed for signaling anytime, when concentration
of flammable and explosion-hazardous and toxic gases exceeds exceeds permissible limits. Its application
includes mounting in pump units, gas stations, filling stations, dyeing cameras and other areas, where gas-
powered equipment is used, or where combustible or toxic vapors and gases are found. The device work
with transmitters series DGS510 or other suitable protection. Station to be mounted in areas with normal risk
of fire. Each channel has two programmable alarm levels for gas concentration - pre-alarm and alarm level.
The measured gas concentration is visualized on a digital LCD separately for each channel. There are 3
common for all channels SPDT 5A/250V Output Relays – two for the alarm levels and one in case of faulty
cable or sensor. A local buzzer is switched on if the gas concentration exceeds one of the alarm levels or in
case of cable/sensor fault. If the gas concentration, detected by any of the sensors, exceeds the pre-alarm
level (AL1) and relay output ‘AL1’ are activated. A red LED “AL1” is lighted and the buzzer emits repeated
short beeps. The relay output may operate a shut-off valve for stopping the gas flow, switch on a siren or
fan, etc. If despite all taken measures the gas concentration exceeds the alarm level (AL2) and relay output
‘AL2’ are activated. The both diodes “AL1” and “AL2” are lighted, the sound alarm is continuous. The AL2
relay could again be connected to peripheral control devices. The pre-alarm and alarm levels for each
channel can be individually set. The alarm level cannot be set to a level greater than 50% LEL because of
safety precautions, toxic gases depends on the type of the gases and the pre-alarm level can take values only
under the set alarm level. In case of sensor or cable fault a common for all channels 5A/250V SPDT relay
output is activated, the LED "FLT" is lighted, the audible alarm is activated and the digital display indicates
the faulty channel with a message “Err”.

On customer’s request there can be mounted additionally a back-up power supply module, thus
guaranteeing continuous working conditions for the gas detector. Switching to the back-up power supply is
automatic in case of central power supply failure. The recommended capacity of a 12V accumulator is 7Аh.
A lighted up ‘ACCU’ LED indicates the charging process of the accumulator from the electricity grid.

There is an option for a galvanic isolated serial interface RS485 (Modbus ASCII) for communication
with monitoring and control systems.

DELTA INSTRUMENTS Ltd.
23 A. Saharov blvd., Mladost 1, 1784 Sofia, Bulgaria

Tel. +359.2.974 62 36, 974 62 37, 974 62 38; Fax: +359.2.974 62 04
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II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power Supply 230 V, 50 Hz

Detected Gas methane (natural gas), propane-butane, hydrogen, ammonia,
ethylene, organic dissolvent vapors, fuel vapors, etc.

Number of Channels 2 or 3
Pre-alarm level AL1 programmable
Alarm level AL2 programmable
Pre-alarm level output SPDT relay, 5A/250V /AL1/ - common for all channels
Alarm level output SPDT relay, 5A/250V /AL2/ - common for all channels
Output signal for sensor or cable fault SPDT relay, 5A/250V /FLT/ - common for all channels
Signalization Visual (LCD + LEDs) and audible (integrated buzzer)
Indication alphanumeric
Ambient temperature 050С
Back-up power supply (optional) Accumulator 12V/7Ah
Serial Interface (optional) Galvanic isolated RS485 ( Modbus ASCII )
Dimensions of control unit 144 x 48 x 186 mm /panel mountable/
Protection degree IP 30
Explosion-proof transmitters II 2G Ex d IIC T6 Gb
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III. MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

3.1. Mount the gas-detector on a panel or to a metal construction in an area with normal risk of fire,
fixing it by two supplied attaching clamps.

ATTENTION! If the alarm level /AL2/ switches off the 230V power supply in the
hazardous area please note that the gas-detector must be powered from another line.

IV. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Standard operation mode

After turning on the power supply to the detector, the indication enters standard mode. On the first
row are displayed the individual channels with Chx, where x (1-3) is the channel number. On the display
row beneath Chx is indicated the measured gas concentration of the corresponding channel in ppm or in
volume percentage of LEL (lower explosion limit).

Err – No response from the sensor
Off – Channel is turned off (deactivated)

AUDIBLE SIGNALIZATION

By exceeding the concentration of the set pre-alarm and alarm levels is activated an integrated sound
alarm. For the pre-alarm level AL1 the buzzer emits repeated short beep signals, while for the alarm level
AL2 the sound signal is continuous. Repeated short beeps are emitted also in case of cable or sensor faults.

V. CONTROL PANEL PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS

The 3(2)-Channel Gas Detector “GAS ALARM DG510/3P” provides an option for the customer to
set for each channel different gas concentration percentage values for the pre-alarm and alarm levels,
observing the restrictions AL1 ≤ AL2 ≤ 50 % LEL of corresponding gas and toxic gases depends on the type
of the gases.

The menu for programming gas detector’s parameters is entered from the standard operation mode
by pressing and holding the button “MODE”. It is separated in several submenus, listed in the table below.
Traversing the elements of a menu or a submenu is operated by the vertical arrow keys: “▲” and “▼”. By
pressing the button “ENT”, entering a correct corresponding password and hitting “ENT” again, the
operator can enter a submenu. To exit a submenu, the operator can press “MODE”. For editing the different
parameters of a submenu are used all arrow keys “◄”, “►”, “▲” and “▼”. A newly edited value of any
parameter should be saved (confirmed) by pressing the “ENT” button.

Indication Submenu’s content Password
Alarms Limit Adjusting the pre-alarm and alarm levels of each channel 000001
On/Off
Channels

Activation/ Deactivation of each channel 000001

RS – 485
Params

Modbus RS-485 parameters 000001

Others - enabling/disabling the audible alarm
- reaction delay of AL1 output relay
- switching between normal and inverse relays logic

000001

Factory Sett. Parameters, accessible only by manufacturer
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The accessible for adjusting parameters are listed in the following table:

Alarms Limit – Adjusting the pre-alarm and alarm levels of each channel
Limit AL1 Ch1 Pre-alarm Level of Channel 1
Limit AL1 Ch2 Pre-alarm Level of Channel 2
Limit AL1 Ch3 Pre-alarm Level of Channel 3
Limit AL2 Ch1 Alarm Level of Channel 1
Limit AL2 Ch2 Alarm Level of Channel 2
Limit AL2 Ch3 Alarm Level of Channel 3
On/Off Channels – Activation/ Deactivation of each channel
Channel 1 Activation/ Deactivation of Channel 1
Channel 2 Activation/ Deactivation of Channel 2
Channel 3 Activation/ Deactivation of Channel 3
RS-485 Params – Modbus RS-485 parameters
Device Addr Address of the device
Baud rate Baud Rate ( 9600, 19200, 115200 )
Others
On / Off Siren Enabling/Disabling the Audible Alarm
AL 1 delay (sec) Reaction Delay of the Pre-alarm Output Relay in seconds
Normal / Inverse
Relays Logic

Switching between normal and inverse relays logic –
can be used for testing the connected to the relays peripheral devices.

VI. GENERAL CONDITIONS

 “GAS ALARM DG510/3P” gas-detector may be used only in applications, approved by its
manufacturer - DELTA INSTRUMENTS Ltd.

CAUTION!
It is absolutely forbidden to disassemble the electronic elements, connected to the

proper functionality of the gas detector!

VII. REPAIR

Any repair activities, concerning “GAS ALARM DG510/3P” Electronic Block have to be carried out
only in manufacturer “DELTA INSTRUMENTS” Ltd. laboratories.
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